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Article 1: Assessing Your Existing Environment 

The wait is over. Windows Server 2008 is here and with it arrive a host of new features and 
functionality likely to drive upgrades all across your enterprise. But there is more to Windows 
Server than just the server itself. With the release of Windows Server 2008 come improvements 
to Microsoft’s Active Directory (AD), now named Active Directory Domain Services (ADDS). 
With the core of ADDS remaining relatively the same from an architectural standpoint, ADDS’ 
improvements arrive in the form of better management, improvements to replication, new tools 
for centrally configuring computers through Group Policy, better backup and restore, and 
improved logging and auditing capabilities. 

Making the jump from AD to ADDS will, for many environments, be a similar set of activities to 
those that needed to be done the last time Microsoft released a server operating system (OS) back 
in 2003. Your environment will need to upgrade AD’s schema and ensure its successful 
replication to all the Domain Controllers (DCs) in your forest. You’ll need to upgrade each 
individual DC from Windows Server 2003 to Windows Server 2008. And, when that potentially 
huge undertaking is complete, you’ll finish up by upgrading your domain and forest functional 
levels to the new version. Then and only then will you be able to reap the rewards of your effort. 

Yet before you start any migration process, it’s always best to start with a clean and healthy 
environment from the get go. Before running any schema extensions, you need to understand 
your existing schema. Your AD database and its replication between DCs should be fully 
functional and devoid of critical issues. AD’s reliance on Domain Name Service (DNS) also 
means that a correctly functioning DNS with the right records in place is yet another prerequisite. 
Five years have passed since Microsoft’s last server OS release, and the probability is high that 
your network environment has seen some substantial change in that time. Before you upgrade, 
you need to step back and assess your existing environment. 

Verifying the Health of Your AD 
Before making the first change in any upgrade scenario, there are a large number of health 
checks and other verifications that you need to perform on your existing AD forest. These 
assessments validate the health of your existing AD structure, which goes far in ensuring that 
your upgrade activity is a success. With virtually everything in your business relying on the 
proper functionality of your AD, the success of this entire activity is critical to your business 
operations. Take into account the following considerations during the assessment phase of your 
AD upgrade project: 
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Orphaned Domain and DC Records 
Over the 5 year lifespan of your Windows Server 2003 AD forest, it is likely that DCs and even 
entire domains have come and gone. Careful administrators ensure that DCs go through the 
proper demotion process prior to removing them from the network. But in large enterprises, this 
process doesn’t always happen appropriately. When DCs are removed from the domain without 
using the proper demotion process, they leave behind records of their existence. Those records 
can cause Event Log errors, problems with replication, and potential issues with an upgrade. 

Three tools can be used to look for DC and domain records that should no longer exist. The 
command ntdsutil.exe with its metadata cleanup subcommand can be used to remove orphaned 
domain and DC records from AD. Once complete, the adsiedit.msc GUI tool may be additionally 
necessary to search for and scrub any lingering records from the database itself. Lastly, once 
records are removed, verify that they are eliminated from DNS using its console. 

Incorrect or Invalid Records in DNS 
DNS includes one or more A records for each computer for which it provides resolution. In 
support of AD, DNS also hosts service (SRV) records that enable clients to find DC-hosted 
services. Over the course of time, dynamic environments change and replace DCs, which 
impacts the records in the DNS database. Verifying the correctness of these records within your 
DNS structure is critical to ensuring a successful upgrade. 

This problem is particularly challenging in enterprise environments due to their level of 
complexity. Often, due to political or technical reasons, enterprise environments choose 
alternative DNS solutions that may not be based on Microsoft DNS. Some solutions do not 
provide the same level of dynamic DNS support as Microsoft DNS, increasing the possibility of 
aged or orphaned SRV records. Thus, if your organization uses one of the alternative DNS 
solutions, there is a higher level of due diligence required to ensure its health prior to upgrading. 

Improper Files and Folders in SYSVOL 
AD’s SYSVOL location is intended for use by AD alone. Yet presently or in the past, some 
organizations have made use of AD’s replication engine to store and distribute additional 
information through SYSVOL. One problem with this approach is that SYSVOL’s replication 
protocol, the File Replication Service (FRS), isn’t capable of properly handling this level of 
additional information. If your SYSVOL includes unnecessary, invalid, or extraneous files and 
folders, it is critical that they are removed and that replication is allowed to fully process prior to 
beginning any upgrade activity. 

The same holds true for aged data used by AD itself. The processing of authentication, logons 
and logon scripts, and especially Group Policy can substantially increase the size of Group 
Policy in the Windows Server 2003 SYSVOL. Deleting unused logon scripts and Group Policies 
along with their Group Policy Template folders in the SYSVOL reduces the size of the SYSVOL 
while improving its ability to function during the critical upgrade process. 
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Morphed SYSVOL Folders 
Within large organizations with multiple sites, domains, and administrators, the FRS has an 
additional problem. When two administrators attempt to modify the same SYSVOL-hosted 
object at the same time, there is the possibility for a SYSVOL name conflict during subsequent 
replication. Large organizations see this problem more often because they tend to have larger 
environments with more distributed administrators. 

Look for folders in SYSVOL with names that resemble {folderName}_ntfrs_{????????} where 
folderName is the name of the folder and the series of question marks is a random value in hex. 
These “morphed SYSVOL folders” should not be present prior to your upgrade. To resolve 
which are appropriate and which are not, rename each morphed folder to a new name and allow 
replication to occur. Once replication has completed, look in the folders and determine which are 
correct and which are not. Delete those that are not and rename back to the original name those 
that are. FRS tracks folders by GUID, which means that the correct folders will be tracked 
correctly through this procedure. 

Broken Group Policy Linkages 
Group Policy information is stored in two places. The Group Policy Container is stored in AD, 
while the Group Policy Template is stored in the SYSVOL. From time to time due to 
administrator activity or replication problems, these two halves can become unlinked. When this 
occurs, Group Policy can malfunction. The Microsoft Resource Kit tool gpotool.exe can be used 
to validate each Group Policy in each domain and on each DC and notify when linkages are 
broken. Ensure that all Group Policy linkages are correct prior to upgrading. 

Improper Time Synchronization 
Although not often a problem with Windows domains, Kerberos processing requires time 
synchronization across all computers in the forest. This problem can be exacerbated when DCs 
run as virtual servers because of issues with timing in virtualization environments. Ensure that all 
DCs have the correct time and are properly synchronizing from the correct upstream time source 
prior to upgrading. The native tool w32tm.exe can be used to verify and configure Windows 
Time settings. 

Invalid Replication Topology 
Most Windows domains and forests do not need to modify the structure of sites and site links, 
allowing the Windows Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC) to scan and determine the 
correct replication topology. Due to early issues with the KCC in large environments, some 
organizations may have been forced to manually create site links. If your environment has 
manually created these links, ensure that the site and link structure remains correct and has not 
aged as your environment has changed over time. Inappropriate sites and site links can impact 
replication, which can have a bearing on the success of your upgrade. 
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Errors with Replication 
In addition to ensuring sound replication topology, verify in the Event Log that no issues are 
currently being experienced with SYSVOL replication itself. If Event Log errors are being 
shown relating to SYSVOL replication, track down and resolve those errors prior to beginning. 
The repadmin.exe tool can be used check your replication topology and the dcdiag.exe tool can 
be used to perform further verifications. 

Excessive or Unexplained Errors Logged 
In line with any replication errors, it is a good idea to look through the Event Logs—System, 
Application, and Directory Services—on each DC to identify any excessive or unexplained 
errors relating to AD. As with the errors previously mentioned, ensure that all have either been 
resolved or can be explained prior to beginning the upgrade. 

Directory Services Restore Mode Passwords Unknown 
Directory Services Restore Mode (DSRM) passwords are required to be set on every DC, and are 
separately set and stored on each individual DC. Yet these passwords are only used during 
restore operations, which happens very infrequently if at all. Because of their limited use, it is 
often the case that these passwords ultimately are forgotten. DSRM passwords are set using the 
ntdsutil.exe command with the set dsrm password subcommand. Ensure prior to the upgrade that 
your DSRM passwords are set and stored in a secure location. 

Incorrect or Invalid Flexible Single Master Operations Placement 
Flexible Single Master Operations (FSMO) roles cannot be made multi-master. These roles are 
assigned to specific servers within the forest and domain and remain relevant even with the move 
to Windows Server 2008. There should be one Schema Master and Domain Naming Master role 
per forest, while each domain gets its own PDC Emulator, RID Master, and Infrastructure Master 
roles. Loss of DCs that host these roles can mean that some roles may not be fully present or may 
be inappropriately assigned. 

 See Microsoft Knowledge Base article 223346 for the rules about how roles should be placed within 
the domain and forest. 

Group Policy Not Backed Up 
Although not directly impacting the upgrade process, ensuring that each domain’s Group Policy 
Objects (GPOs) are properly backed up is critical to restoring them quickly in the case of a 
problem or error. Backing up Group Policy as part of System State Backups is easy, yet restoring 
it from this form of backup can be excessively challenging. Consider the use of alternative tools 
such as those from third parties or the Group Policy Management Console scripts to back up 
these critical elements in ways that make them easy to restore. 
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Assessing the Architecture of Your AD 
All of these considerations are critical components to assessing the health of your AD prior to 
upgrading it to Windows Server 2008. But with the 5 years that have passed since the last major 
upgrade to AD, it is likely that your enterprise has grown, changed, acquired, or divested 
portions of itself. Changes in the organizational structure of your business can be in many ways 
easier than changing the structure of your AD. 

One benefit to the upgrade to Windows Server 2008 is that the activity of upgrading presents an 
opportunity to consolidate domains that are no longer necessary or no longer match the 
organizational structure of the business. Consider a few questions when planning your AD 
upgrade: 

• Is your AD infrastructure really serving your needs? 

• Do you need to consider a redesign of AD as part of the upgrade? 

• Is your current AD design the design of yesteryear or is it ready for the acquisitions, 
divestitures, and internal department reconfigurations of the future? 

Remember that the AD domain is intended to be the boundary of administration. Early AD 
structures, based on the limitations of Windows NT, may have forced multiple domains in your 
forest that are no longer necessary for technical reasons. Your organization may benefit by 
moving to a structure of reduced complexity, or even one of a single domain. When planning for 
the change, consider the potential return gained through a move to unified or more unified 
directory services. 

Consider the Risk. Consider the Impact. Consider the Options. 
As you can see, there is a lot to check before you ever begin dropping DVDs into server drives. 
In any domain, whether it contains two or two hundred DCs, a substantial level of due diligence 
is required to assess and validate the health and structure of your AD before any work begins. 
Native tools are available to handle much of this work, but these native tools are often point 
solutions that don’t necessarily work together to provide a unified understanding. 

For any upgrade, but particularly in the case of larger forest structures, consider alternative and 
comprehensive toolsets that can integrate much of these activities under a single banner. With an 
AD outage having such an impact to the business, reducing your risk is critical to ensuring 
success. 
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Article 2: Migrating to Windows Server 2008 AD 

You’ve made the decision to migrate to AD running atop Windows Server 2008. Easy enough. 
Simply upgrade the schema, upgrade the Domain Controllers (DCs), and upgrade the forest and 
domain functional levels. 

At least, that’s the high-level process on paper. But there is more to an AD migration than simply 
clicking Next, Next, and Finish. As we’ve already explored in the first article in this series, 
before you can even start upgrading your AD to the next level, you need to fully understand its 
internal structure and health. You need to resolve any problems with its existing structure before 
you add levels of complexity. You need to determine whether changes in the structure of your 
business organization are mirrored by your AD structure. You must determine what your new 
structure will be. 

And, with essentially every part of your Microsoft infrastructure relying on AD for its backbone 
of authentication, access control, and management, you need to complete the entire project 
without impacting your users. Suddenly, this project starts to get harder. 

The Tool Makes All the Difference 
For most enterprise organizations, 5 years is a lot of time. Over a 5-year period, entire business 
units can be acquired, run, and later spun off to make way for the next acquisition. Special needs 
can mandate tack-on environments best suited to run within their own individual Windows 
domain. Other projects that were previously given their own domains may now be able to roll 
into a more centralized and integrated structure. The opportunity to perform upgrade surgery on 
your AD opens the door for other types of restructures. 

Yet the decision to restructure AD domains can be a difficult one, particularly if you’re planning 
to use native tools to accomplish the task. Here’s the problem: AD is a powerful tool for business 
that integrates centralized Windows authentication with useful management tools. Because of 
this, it invariably becomes the base upon which the computers, applications, and data of the 
organization reside. But AD, even with the move to Windows Server 2008, retains one Achilles 
heel with its native tools—it is very difficult to alter its structure once put into place. 
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One reason for this challenge lies within the native toolsets provided by Microsoft for 
performing AD restructures. Those tools suffer from a number of limitations: 

• The types of objects and attributes that can be migrated are limited. Although 
computer, user, group, and permissions objects can be transferred, migrating more 
complex objects such as clusters, IIS servers, SQL servers, and System Center servers 
can be difficult or impossible with automated tools. 

• They do not support synchronization of directories. AD migrations can take an 
extended period of time. Without a directory synchronization tool in place, the level of 
dynamics of the source environment can impact the success of the ultimate migration. 
When highly dynamic environments undergo a migration activity, careful attention must 
be paid to ensuring that changes in the source domain make their way to the target 
domain. Microsoft recommends that with native tools, Global Groups are repeatedly re-
migrated to the target domain over the course of the migration activity to maintain a loose 
synchronization. Any changes made to groups in the target domain must be manually 
translated to the source domain to ensure consistency. This process is highly manual and 
prone to error, especially in large migration projects. 

• They provide a limited view into the health and progress of the migration. Detailed 
and statistical information about the health and success of each object’s movement from 
the source to target domain is essential to ensure that users are correctly migrated. For 
environments with large numbers of users, manually validating each object is resource 
intensive and can be extremely difficult to manage. Using native tools, much of this 
information is stored in text-based log files that are challenging to parse for errors by 
migration administrators. 

• They cannot provide guaranteed rollback functionality in the case of a problem. The 
process to complete a rollback using native tools requires users to log out of their target 
domain accounts and into the source domain using accounts that were previously deleted. 
Computers must be moved from the target domain back to the source domain through a 
manual procedure. These time-consuming tasks increase the level of downtime associated 
with a failed migration while increasing the impact to the business. 

• Some activities require command line and text file usage. Considering the high level 
of complexity associated with domain migrations due to the level of data that must be 
correctly transferred, command line and text file usage can be an inhibitor to some IT 
environments successfully completing a migration. Although command-line functionality 
enables rich support for scripting many operations, their usage is an advanced function. 
Tools that leverage easy-to-use graphical interfaces for completing migration steps are 
more likely to be embraced by administrators. 

• They lack workflow elements often required by large environment migrations. Large 
environment migrations often utilize teams of individuals to complete the various steps of 
the migration. When teams work together towards a common goal, the incorporation of 
workflow elements into the process ensures that each step of the migration is done at the 
correct time, by the correct person, and with the right approval. Tying workflow elements 
into the migration process ensures that individuals are aware of the status of the migration 
as well as each other’s progress. 
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• Users cannot be guaranteed access to all resources during the course of the 
migration. During migrations using native tools, users can lose access to resources as 
various AD objects complete their migration from source to target domain. For 
environments that require high levels of uptime, this can negatively impact environment 
operations. 

• Microsoft updates native tool code irregularly. Releases and updates to the native 
toolsets occur only irregularly, with the last major update occurring as early as September 
of 2005. This example of long stretches between updates illustrates Microsoft’s priority 
level for this management package. 

• Their setup and use are more tailored for one-time projects rather than ongoing 
activities. The design of native tools is based on a single-use concept. However, many 
organizations find themselves needing regular domain “prune and graft” operations due 
to organizational restructures. With native tools, this requires an additional level of effort 
in setting up the migration environment for what may be a relatively small migration 
project. 

Your Restructuring Requirements 
The result of all these issues can make many organizations gun-shy about making large- or even 
small-scale restructuring decisions. The ROI associated with a restructure must show that the 
benefits associated with the reconfiguration outweigh the costs to the organization. In order for 
that to occur, you’ll need to define a few requirements. 

Detailed Plan in Place Prior to Commencing Activity 
With the sheer number of objects that comprise any domain, a detailed plan must be in place 
prior to clicking any buttons. The right tools assist with this planning process by showing the 
steps necessary for a successful completion. This plan includes migration of not only “common” 
objects such as users, groups, and profiles but also more complex object types such as 
specialized servers, their internal permissions and configurations, and non-Microsoft elements 
that tie to AD. 
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Proven Testing with Replicated Data 
Testing a domain migration against a set of improvised data only guarantees success with that 
made-up data. An enterprise’s Windows forest is substantially more complicated than can be 
devised through setting up dummy domains and migrating sample accounts. Your restructure 
activity needs to test against actual data that can be easily and repeatedly replicated from your 
source domain. 

Guaranteed Domain Backups 
Any restructure activity involves a massive amount of change within both source and target 
forests. As a risk-reduction activity, you must ensure that both domains have good backups in the 
case of a failed migration. Failures during migrations often occur for individual objects rather 
than an entire domain, so ensuring that easy object-level restore capabilities are part of the 
backup solution is an additional requirement. 

Automated Rollback Capability 
Even the best laid plans often see issues with particular objects or object sets. When migrations 
fail for specific objects—or even the entire project—it is important to use database-driven tools 
that enable rollback of objects to their pre-migration state. Doing so ensures that failures can be 
reversed back to a previous state and users remain unaffected by migration issues. 

Domain Synchronization 
Restructures can take an extended period of time, a process that without the right migration 
architecture can impact users during the change process. Domain synchronization support 
automates the process of ensuring source and target domain resources are equivalent. Thus, users 
can always access the resources they need, no matter where those resources are in the progress of 
the migration. It also allows migration teams to take their time with the migration, ensuring each 
step is done properly and validated before moving to the next. 

Administrator Notifications with Actionable Information 
Scanning through text-based log files is difficult and prone to error. Migration tools must include 
rich alerting and notification that keeps migration administrators aware of status. Actionable 
information provides teams with useful information that quickly drives resolution and prevents 
schedule slippages. 
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Zero Requirements to Users 
The level of users’ understanding about a Windows forest is usually little more than the name of 
the domain they need to log into. If your migration activity requires users to substantially change 
their behaviors to support the move, the activity is likely to fail. Users are invariably unable to 
make substantial changes in their computer-based workflow to support an activity they don’t 
understand and see as a hindrance to completing their jobs. Your restructure activity must 
include the tools that minimize the level of change to your users. 

Zero Downtime for Users 
Most importantly, if forest restructure or migration projects involve downtime for users, the 
projects will receive greater scrutiny than if not. IT teams require tools that can progress through 
the migration activity with guaranteed zero downtime for users. Ensuring that users have 
constant access to required resources throughout the migration period enables a methodical 
approach that ensures a better result and happier users. 

The Right Tool for the Right Job 
Native tools are available to complete domain migration activities, but those tools can be limited 
in the functionality they provide to enterprise customers with high-reliability needs. Your 
organization requires the assurance of success in your restructuring project while at the same 
time eliminating any risk of impact to the daily workflow of your users. When considering any 
migration or restructuring activity, consider alternative and comprehensive toolsets that fulfill 
your requirements for the task. Only with the right tools in place can you acquire the level of 
success that you demand. 
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Article 3: Integrating Simplified Management & Automation 
After the Upgrade 

Getting the most out of your investment in Windows Server 2008 ADDS is more than just 
ensuring a healthy infrastructure. It’s more than right-sizing the architecture to your 
organizational boundaries. It goes far beyond the “building” stage to everyday operations where 
daily management requirements add to the cost of maintaining its infrastructure. 

Once in place, AD requires daily care and feeding. Dealing with users and accounts are two very 
obvious functions. But others such as employing centralized workstation control, ensuring your 
processes meet the requirements of compliance and regulations, and making absolutely sure any 
problems can be resolved through smart troubleshooting or a quick restore are critical to 
maintaining a positive ROI and a stable environment. Getting the most out of your AD 
investment means finding the best ways to manage its daily operations and automating the 
otherwise manual tasks wherever possible. 

There are a top set of common AD tasks required by all enterprise environments. Some, like 
creating new user accounts, for example, appear easy at first blush. But once you add to them the 
needs of large environments—comprehensive identity management, streamlined provisioning 
and deprovisioning, password management, and group membership and assignment—the shine 
on tools natively available quickly begins to dull. Other tasks, such as ensuring good backups, 
are less challenging but can benefit from automation components that eliminate the need to 
“stare at the monitor” every day looking for a successful result. 

All these activities relate to the need for simplifying management of AD while improving IT’s 
capability to service its customers. When IT can provision accounts faster, new employees get to 
work without delay. When IT can pass off the time-consuming parts of password management to 
the users themselves, IT eliminates wasted time better spent on value added projects. This article, 
the last in this series, will talk about the common management tasks associated with AD, and 
how the needs of the enterprise change what tools are required to fulfill those requirements. 
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Enterprises Have Unique Requirements 
Enterprise environments have special needs due to the complexities that naturally arise through 
large organizations. With smaller organizations, individuals often know each other and the 
volume of requests are lower, which allows for less formal processes to exist for identity and 
access management. Enterprises by their nature require formalized processes and role-based 
security controls in order to ensure security of the environment while also fulfilling the needs of 
a widespread and heterogeneous customer community. The capability requirements for many 
tasks in the typical AD change substantially when looked at through the eyes of the enterprise 
environment. 

Account Provisioning 
Whereas smaller organizations can make use of native tools for generating new accounts and 
assigning entitlements, these tools grow unwieldy as the number of potential entitlements grows 
large. With large organizations, users and groups can number in the thousands, with multiple 
groups nesting inside each other. Understanding the purpose of each as a part of the provisioning 
process grows difficult with size, which introduces the incidence of improper entitlement 
assignment. At the same time, the manual approval processes required to prevent improper 
assignment can significantly increase the amount of time required to provision a user. If 
individuals along the approval chain are unable to respond to requests within a reasonable 
amount of time, this delays the provisioning process and leaves the new user without the ability 
to begin work. 

To combat this, workflow elements that wrap around the provisioning process are necessary to 
enable IT to understand the needs of the account in the provisioning process. Accessing the 
status of the users as well as approvers on their role in the process is yet another requirement, as 
users in widespread organizations may not be physically proximate to the service desk location 
where work is being performed. 

Entitlement Membership and Ownership 
Along these lines, as enterprise organizations scale even further, a tipping point is often reached 
where service desks can no longer efficiently handle the entitlement membership process. One 
consequence of consolidating AD instances into single forest and/or single domain constructs is 
the simultaneous consolidation of entitlements into this single structure. 

Falling out of the result is a need to outsource the processing of entitlements away from IT itself 
to the group owners. This occurs because in the highly distributed organization, only the owners 
are fully aware of which individuals should and should not be members of their groups. AD 
natively contains no tools to easily manifest this requirement into a solution that works, includes 
the necessary workflow and approvals, and is easy to use for non-technical stakeholders. What is 
needed are additional tools that work with AD to provide the necessary workflows and approval 
chains for offloading membership assignment to line managers while still giving IT the ability to 
oversee the entire process. 
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Human Resources Involvement and Deprovisioning 
Going a step further with enterprise provisioning needs, as organizations scale, IT also loses the 
ability to securely handle the new-employee or terminating-employee process. The issue here is 
predominantly related to time-to-provision metrics and security. 

When organizations are able to provision accounts quickly, the cost of each new employee is 
reduced because new employees are able to get to work faster. For enterprise environments, the 
best way to speed up this process is in offloading the account creation process to Human 
Resources (HR). Because HR is the first point of contact for every new employee, this group has 
the information necessary to begin the account creation process. Typically, however, HR 
employees are non-technical or quasi-technical at best. Thus, native tools designed for technical 
individuals are insufficient for HR use. Alternative tools that simultaneously enable and ease the 
provisioning process are required by HR. 

In terms of security, HR is usually the first line of defense in the case of employee terminations. 
When employees are terminated from the organization, it is critical—and often required by 
compliance legislation or industry best practice—to disable their accounts immediately at the 
point of termination. Because HR is the last point of contact for individuals on their way out of 
the company, they have the unique position of best being able to accomplish the disabling. As 
with the provisioning process, native tools are insufficient for this activity to function with the 
necessary workflow and notifications that are required by enterprise organizations. 

Identity Management 
There’s more to identity than just usernames, passwords, and group memberships. And as 
organizations rely more heavily on AD as the database of record for employees and their 
personal data, the process of managing identity grows ever more challenging with native tools 
alone. 

AD has the ability to store a relatively unlimited number of characteristics about individual 
users. Those characteristics, such as address or mail stop, phone number, assistant, even 
photographs, grow critically useful in enterprise organizations where employees may never 
interact physically with others outside their specified team or project. But the native tools 
provided by AD do not easily allow users to manage their own profile information. Help desks 
with access to AD’s tools can manage information, but even this information is limited to what 
can be exposed through the tool. Necessary in these instances are other solutions that enable 
employees to update their profile information, while doing so with rules in place that limit field 
value entry and enforce corporate requirements. 
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Directory Integration 
Although many organizations make exclusive use of AD as the center of authentication, this 
homogeneity grows less possible as the organization scales. Other operating systems (OSs) and 
software solutions often require their own directories to support authentication and authorization. 
However, the parallel use of these directories costs the organization. When duplicate directories 
are in place, the organization is forced to ensure—often through manual processes—that 
information is correct between “down-level” directories and the database of record. 

Alternatively, tools exist that enable the synchronization of directories or even the integration of 
directories between AD and other OSs or applications. Integrating disparate directories allows 
both to operate as one and reduces the total cost of ownership (TCO) of each. 

Password Management 
With the cost of each enterprise service desk call averaging $25 per incident, every reduction in 
incoming call traffic corresponds to a reduction in IT’s costs. Password issues with user accounts 
are one area of significant waste in the unoptimized organization. This is because changing 
passwords for users is a relatively trivial task, only required to be completed by a service desk 
operator when other technologies are not in place. 

These technologies all tie together. When identity management technologies are in place that 
enable users to populate necessary personnel information, the same information can be used as a 
set of alternative credentials for user password self-reset. Technologies that enable authenticating 
against alternative credentials exist today that can completely eliminate service desk calls 
relating to password changes—which eliminates this source of waste to the enterprise IT bottom 
line. 

Health Verification 
Two Domain Controllers (DCs) have two points of administration and two places to look for 
errors or problems. Yet enterprises usually have more than just two of these AD servers. In 
organizations with many, keeping tabs on the health of the infrastructure grows unwieldy as the 
number of DCs grows beyond more than a handful. One major problem with this is due to the 
way in which DCs report on their health, through numerous unrelated alerting, logging, and 
points of notification. Tools designed to look at each of these touch points, consolidate their data, 
and provide a heads-up display of health and status information to administrators are needed by 
enterprise organizations. 
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Reporting and Auditing 
Auditing requirements for enterprises are complex, difficult to understand, and hard to fulfill to 
the level required by external auditors. Yet there are established best practices for gathering, 
storing, and reporting on auditable events in a computer network. Those best practices can be 
difficult to translate into custom solutions for accomplishing the task, and native logging and 
reporting tools are known to be insufficient. In order to fulfill the needs of regulatory 
compliance, tools that wrap around existing Windows-based auditing are needed. These tools 
enable the proper security of data while in storage and provide the right reports to make auditors 
happy. 

Backup and Restore 
Though not necessarily unique to enterprises, organizations have a need for guaranteed backups 
that enable rapid object-level restores of AD and the objects it contains. AD’s native tools for 
restoring individual objects are painful to use, involve downtime, and can be disruptive to the 
operations of the organization. Considering AD’s mission-critical status as the platform upon 
which all other Microsoft-hosted applications and data rely, alternative tools are absolutely 
essential to ensuring successful backups and quick restores. 

Getting the Most Out of AD 
Obtaining the highest return on your Windows Server 2008 AD investment means augmenting it 
with the tools that provide necessary data in the right format, with the right level of security, and 
at the right time. As discussed earlier, native tools simply aren’t enough when considered under 
the light of enterprise requirements. Native tools can range from those that have zero initial cost, 
such as scripting exposure that leverages Windows PowerShell, to custom PowerShell extensions 
authored by third parties. PowerShell is a powerful language for creating custom solutions for 
many needs of the enterprise, yet it currently requires additional support from non-Microsoft 
organizations to provide extension support for connecting to AD. 

For enterprises that require application support in addition to internal customizations, rich 
solutions are available that bring the correct level of functionality that is required by the unique 
needs of enterprises. These solutions wrap around AD and provide the additional functionality 
required by large organizations for the processing of their daily operations. If your organization 
finds itself lacking the capabilities necessary to handle incoming requests in the right amount of 
time, or are doing so with processes that are less than secure, consider adding to your AD 
investment through the integration of simplified management and automation solutions. 
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